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“...there are cracks,  
cracks in everything,  

that's how the light gets in,  
that's how the light gets in”. 

(Leonard Cohen) 

 
 
 

Trasforming and turning the pictures of ripped and 
decomposed publicity posters (on outdoor billboards ) and 
natural and random cracks and scratches, into “art subjects”.  
 
This is the goal of my research-action (“Lacer/actions”) which 
investigates, analizes and exploits the in-credible dimension of 
decomposition, decay and mutation of outdoor advertisings, 
urban tokens and industrial materials. I’ve collected so far 
100.000 pics (macro photos) across Italy and around the world.   
 

 



 
Roberto Alborghetti – Magnification of cracks on an hull of an old boat.   

 

 
MAKIN’ ART FROM INDUSTRIAL  
DECONSTRUCTIONISM 
 

My whole concept is “making art” from industrial 
deconstructionism, caught on camera, on macro scale. My 
shots actually capture the randomness of deconstructionism, 
letting the picture tell the story.  Yes, I know my work is often 
misunderstood and people mistake my images for paintings…  
But I don’t paint. And my works aren’t paintings. I catch and 
document the reality.  And I don't change what I see.  There's 
nothing contrived, or worked in... I love to show what I see. I 
always catch the flakes of paint in their true state and 
experience the environment while I’m shooting the pictures.   
 
Yes, I know that many people do spend hours trying to create 
similar results in Photoshop, preferring to manipulate images 
to their preconceived ideas.  They construct what the viewer 



sees, whereas I prefer to allow the viewer to construct their 
own conclusions about the pictures.  Yes, it’s a question of 
perception.  
 
I’m convinced that people can be able to conceive that such 
amazing art is always here with us, always accessibile, for all 
and for everyone. But we have to look around…  We often 
don't see... And so my work humbly tries to say that is possible 
to see something new in the imperfections: the beauty in our 
cracks. 

 

 
Roberto Alborghetti – Image of a decomposed publicity poster from  an outdoor  
billboard. 

 

 
 
 



 
THE RIGHT MIXTURE  
OF ORDER AND DISORDER  
 
Human-made things are often structured in an orderly fashion. 
On decomposing, disorder is being added. At some point, this 
process reaches a stage of just the right mixture of order and 
disorder for our perception to create the experience of beauty. 
This also happens on the decomposition of organisms (like 
leafs, for example).  
 
There is an aesthetics of decomposition as a result. Part of the 
order may comes from the decomposition process itself, so 
while the original, human-made order is destroyed, temporarily 
the object might go through a stage with some decomposition-
caused order, e.g. a network of cracks forming some fractal 
pattern that has random properties but also some kind of 
regularity (examples in some of these Roberto Alborghetti 
Canvases ). At some point, the object moves through a “beauty 
zone”, where there is an optimal mix of order and disorder. 
 
Fellow blogger Nannus (Andreas Keller nickname) – see his 
blog Asifoscope – found my Lacer/actions page on Wordpress 
and wrote some interesting comments about my works:  
 
https://robertoalborghetti.wordpress.com/2013/02/08/the-aesthetics-
of-decomposition-that-beauty-zone-where-there-is-an-optimal-mix-of-
order-and-disorder/ 
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Roberto Alborghetti, Macro pictures from an Auto Car Wash Machine.  

 



 
100.000 PICTURES GATHERED  
AROUND THE WORLD 
 
All the pictures I have been taking so far (more than 100.000) 
for my project and visual research are just and only real scenes 
from the real world. Random, realistic and not manipulated or 
inhanced images are usually transferred and reproduced on 
canvases, lithographic prints, textiles (as pure silk), aluminium 
or scanned in short films. Small pieces of waste-paper gathered 
from oudoor billboards are also re-built in collages. 
 
 

 
Roberto Alborghetti, Image of a decomposed publicity poster from an outdoor  
billboard. 

 
 
 I usually take pictures of torn publicity posters or cracks when 
the paper or matters have began their decomposition process. 
New and old advertisings superimposition usually creates 
colored stratums. The most beautiful matches are those in 



which paper remains stuck for months and undergoes a 
process of osmosis with the environment. Rain, sun, pollution, 
dust, snow and humidity contribute to create a sort of 
“elements regeneration”. One of the most unusual aspects can 
be discovered when rainwater mixes everything, leaving traces 
and shapes.  
 
It's difficult to think that behind faded and torn messages there 
may still be “something” to be seen or discovered. But these 
lacerated images continue to be a mirror of the talking city. 
They are the post-communicating facts of a product, an event, 
a performing idea, where is recognizable the “unwrapped” 
city, self-destroying in the messages, self-regenerating and 
self-reproducing in new visual elements, often contradictory, 
dissonant, discordant, but still surprisingly vital. 
 

 

 

 
Roberto Alborghetti, Magnification of cracks on a waste-container.  

 

 

 



 

THE ENCHANTING ENTANGLEMENTS  
OF CRACKS  
 
I love also to work on metal, plastic or stony surfaces, or metal 
and plastic platings. So, I entered the wonderful world of 
cracks and fractals too. We are surrounded by cracks. We live 
in a planet of cracks. And cracks may be considered “an active 
aesthetical appreciation” of what we call the disturbing 
elements of imperfection.  
 
Through cracks magnifications my eyes and cameras 
discovered impressive textures in what we usually consider 
“waste materials”. I think cracks can be an example” of “Wabi-
sabi”, the Japanese art of finding beauty in imperfection and 
profundity in nature, of accepting the natural cycle of growth 
and decay...  
 

 
Roberto Alborghetti, From “The Ghost Bus” project promoted with Bartons Plc and  
ACT Group in Beeston, Nottingham, UK.  

 



 

IMAGES THAT EVERYBODY  
CAN FIND AND DOCUMENT 
 

 
Roberto Alborghetti, Graphic lay-out showing four different kind of magnifications 
of natural cracks.  

 
This kind of scenes and images continue and will continue to 
turn around us, like (if not more) those of graffiti makers, 
writers and  stickers designers. But these are not underground 
(or secret) and illegal images, because they are usually located 
in public and allowed spaces. They are approachable and 
visible by everybody. And everybody can find, discover, 
document and work on them. This is the value and the 
“democratic” sense of this amazing and mysterious world of 
decomposed publicity posters, natural cracks, industrial signs. 
They are re-producible by everyone, not because – in the words 
of Gianni Rodari – all the people might have the ambition to be 
“artists”, but because no one has to be slave of the inability to 



read reality. And to “see” it (and dream it) in all its colours. 

FROM MACRO PHOTOS TO…SILK SCARVES!  
 

 
 
Three photos by Roberto Alborghetti also became three silk 
scarves.  Their designs are unique: they reproduce details of 
images concerning torn posters  captured on the cities walls 
around the world by Italian visual artist and reporter Roberto 
Alborghetti who had the idea to turn trash into a fashion 
subject too (his abstract photos are also trasnferred on 
canvases, lithographs and other materials). Roberto 
Alborghetti created and produced this particular fashion 
accessory with the assistance and collaboration of the 
internationally known textile designer Bruno Boggia, who 
works for the most famous international fashion stylists. The 
silk scarves won consents and attentions throughout the web 
and from medias; New York blogger Marina Chetner wrote 
that “Roberto’s torn poster art inspired silk scarves are going to 
be the next big fashion trend” .  This special limited edition of 
silk scarves is available on three designs titled: “Shared 
Moods”, “Nine Eleven, New York 2001”, “Winds of May, ruffle 

https://robertoalborghetti.wordpress.com/
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my hair”.  For infos and acquisitions: sandinipaolo@gmail.com  

LACER/ACTIONS: PROPOSAL  
FOR  A “SCHOOL LAB” 
 

 
 
During these years I led lot of school workshops and 
laboratories. My proposal for school  is generally structured in 
two phases.  
 
The First Phase consists in searchin' places and spots (streets, 
squares, walls, pavements and all what is considered the 
“street furniture”) where we may find scenes and signs of 
natural decay and matter decomposition.  
The use of modern technology is really important to gather 
and document - through digital photography and camcorder - 
urban scratches, colors, crevices and tokens, and the same 
environmental context, its changes and alterations.         
 
All the random and realistic pictures will be uploaded on a 
Laptop (notebook) to be selected and ordered according to 

mailto:sandinipaolo@gmail.com


colors, shapes, types, textures, structures and abstracts 
contents. After the images processing, part of them will be 
transferred and reproduced on different media: canvases, 
lithographic prints or aluminium platings. The aim is to create 
a sort of “modern art collection” showing the artworks series 
created during the lab.    
 
Other pictures will be part of a short digital movie (5-10 
minutes lenght, with a proper soundtrack) to be created in HD 
on a theme/subject. Artworks and short films will be posted on 
social networks (Facebook, Youtube, Google+, LinkedIn, 
Twitter, Pinterest). WordPress platform will host a blogsite 
dedicated to the project. 
           
In the Second Phase all the artworks could be displayed on an 
exhibition in a public space, along a street, in a plaza/square. 
The short digital movie - as well as the artworks series - could 
be publicily projected by a Portable Projector or an Interactive 
Projector (this allows to interact with the projected image 
using an electric or mechanical stylus and often simply a 
finger). So people will be led into the pictures projected on a 
screen for home theater. 
 
Collaboration could be asked from school classes, teachers, 
and museum who would be involved in workshops, 
laboratories and researches about the amazing (and artistic) 
dimension of the  world around us. A special laboratory will be 
lead involving autistic kids who‘ll re-create some of the 
artworks made for the project.  
 
 
 
 



 

ABOUT ROBERTO ALBORGHETTI        
 

 
Roberto Alborghetti, “The Tree of Life”, Picture on Aluminum, 80 x 60 cms.  

           
Professional journalist, author (biographies, interviews, 
stories), visual artist and photographer, Roberto Alborghetti 
has worked at magazines, newspapers and TV broadcasts. His 
most recent best selling books are: "Francesco", published in 
Italy by Velar-Elledici, the first historical and illustrated 
biography about Pope Francis (4 volumes in large format, 500 
photos) and “Pronto? Sono il libro fonino”, published by I 
Quindici (it’s a novel for children about the use and the abuse 
of mobile phones and web).       
Founder and Editor in chief of magazines concerning didactic, 
education and edutainment, he leads workshops about media 



literacy and image education. Prizes and Awards; Premio Acqui 
Terme, Premio Beppe Viola, Premio Anmil Safety in Work, the 
European Award for Environmental Reporting. Parliament. 
 
He has created "LaceR/Actions", a multidisciplinary project that 
involves image reading and urban researches. Pics of torn and 
decomposed posters, natural cracks and scratches, urban and 
industrial “signs”  become canvases, lithographic prints, textile 
designs, collages, videoclips. In 2009 he published an album-
portfolio gathering a small selections of images taken during 
his research. He participated at "Parallax Art Fair" in London 
(October 2011, Royal Opera Arcade). His "Colors of an 
Apocalypse" Exhibition took place at Aldobrandesca Rocca, a 
XIII Century Fortress in Tuscany (2012-2013, Siena) and at the 
Romanesque Temple of St. John on Lake Como nfor 100 days 
(2015).  
 
One of his works  - a photo on a canvas - is displayed at New 
Permanent Collection of Contemporary Art in Marche 
(Mercatello sul Metauro, Italy). In 2013 he led "Contemplations 
and Lacer/actions" project, inspired by Scripts of Thomas From 
Bergamo (1563-1631). In 2014 he created "Lacer/actions on 
Aluminium" (11 installations for Fai private collection).    
 
His most recent project is “The Ghost Bus / A visual adventure 
in the Land of Robin Hood” in collaboration with Bartons Plc 
and ACT Group founded by Marysia Zipser, in Beeston, 
Nottingham, UK; one of the photos of the Ghost Bus project 
gave life to the Volcano Dress, an high fashion outfit designed 
by Yarden Mitrani.  
 
Since 2012, Roberto Alborghetti works have been the focus of 
“Atelier of colors and emotions” projects which involve 



children with disabilities (Autism Spectrum Syndrome). The 
activities are promoted and implemented in Aprilia (Latina, 
Italy) by teacher Patrizia Sapri and non-profit organizations. 
The experience is based on Roberto Alborghetti synaesthetic 
images which are reproduced manually by the students. The 
projects  merge into final exhibitions.  
 
Italian Blog Cartensibili dedicated to Roberto Alborghetti a 
great post. Read it at this link: 
https://cartesensibili.wordpress.com/2017/03/28/groundoverthir
ty-veevera-lacerazioni-lacerare-e-la-crerare-azioni-darte-di-
roberto-alborghetti/ 
 
 
 
 

For info and acquisitions: 
sandinipaolo@gmail.com 

 
https://www.artsy.net/artist/roberto-alborghetti 

 
 
 
 
 

Cracks, scratches or decomposed paper on outdoor publicity billboard don’t last so much. Often 
only for few hours.  

We must be ready to capture and fix them,  
because their uniqueness lies in the fact that they are unrepeatable copies.  

This kind of images give back to our eyes 
 a completely new “product” to which  

everyone can relate on the basis of their own emotional component. 
They set  in motion that kind of imagination  

that is not so much the “ability to form images”,  
but rather "the ability to deform the images provided by perception, to change the images.  

If there is no images changing, unexpected union of images,  
there is no imagination, no immaginative action..." 

 (Bachelard, L'air et les songes). 
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LACER/ACTIONS:  
A WEB GALLERY “EN PLEIN AIR” 
 
 
WORDPRESS 
http://robertoalborghetti.wordpress.com/ 
 
YOUTUBE 
www.youtube.com/user/lacerazioni 
 
FACEBOOK 
www.facebook.com/roberto.alborghettilacerazioni 
 
ARTSLANT 
www.artslant.com/ew/artists/show/134694-roberto-alborghetti 
 
ACS ARTSY GALLERY  
https://www.artsy.net/artist/roberto-alborghetti 
 
LINKEDIN 
https://www.linkedin.com/today/author/robertoalborghettilace
razioni 
 
TWITTER 
https://twitter.com/RobAlborg 
 
GOOGLE 
https://plus.google.com/u/0/+RobertoAlborghetti 
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Roberto Alborghetti, Pictures of corrosions on a Mail Box. 

 
 


